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I ain't trying to go where you already go
Spit out what you already wrote what you already quote
What you mean get nasty yourself I already grow
Somehow in LA with a ,smoke
Pass all to my squad all through the night
Smoke that good use .. lights
.. complete to these .. they got no ..
,nowadays they only try to get their ,
So put off .. cause I took your wife out
Now you wanna punch my lights out
All my lights, all my lights gonna twist
..let that pass just postpone before my .. slow
Remember what they say he got bitch now he wanna
get me started
Now you are looking retarded
Regardless what I told you regard and MP3 .. don't test
me
.. to arrest me All I talk won't affect me
But I am saying I will never gonna make it
Wanna be all on my , get off me
Life priceless but the things I make is gonna cost me
So i run around town with my eyes .. but God damn
even gas costs me
Damn
Can keep it all real like you have
Trying to keep it PG like ..
Wanna hear me curse in a verse ..
I wanna cruise in a black limousine
I wanna be in a .. magazine
..I want that Helly Berry on ,
Melissa Fort Alicia Keys..
All of the lights
All of the lights
,
God Damn is so ,
Can't .. this love surprising
Came a long way since me and ..
I did that .. horizon
Just 13 I was thirsty .. now I am a problem
Feel this from all of the curtain
Feel like I am a magic ,
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Sick you all know what I am on
I just overload this song
Anybody hate and I won't correspond
It's like I never saw pork
I'll give her

Thanks to feel
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